Finance for Managers
Knowing the Numbers and Asking the Right Questions

Being an effective leader means making a valuable contribution across the wider organisation.
 Whilst you may be expert in your field, you may not be expert in finance or accounting.
 How can you join in the financial conversation, and make a valuable contribution if it is not your background?

ABOUT THIS MODULE
Finance for Managers is a one-day practical and interactive session led by an expert in commercial finance. You will be taken step by step through the key financial documents every leader must understand, interpret and be able to question.

WHO IS IT FOR?
If you are managing a budget or joining a cross functional leadership team or you simply want to expand your understanding of finance for your organisation, this module is for you.

HOW WILL YOU BENEFIT?
By the end of the session you will:
• See company financial accounts in 3D
• Have the confidence to work with finance and accounts
• Build a narrative between accounts, strategy and action
• Develop your own organisational dashboard.

MASTERCLASS EXPERT
Nigel Moody is a consultant specialising in learning and development, business performance improvement and change. He has worked for H. M. Government and was a partner in Mazars, a worldwide accounting and consultancy.

“Leadership requires an individual to manage the valuable resource of other human beings. Often it involves the management of many other resources too, including time, talent, machinery and money.”